Abstract

This document describes the implementation of the innovative features of the SAM L11 to demonstrate an ultra low-power and secure LoRa® Node. It also covers the following:

- Application requirements.
- How to build and load the application on a SAM L11 target device.
- Technical solution description and the key features of the SAM L11 used to build the demonstration.

The demonstration source codes are available with this Application Note.
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1. **Introduction**

   The different elements of the demonstration environment are based on a typical Internet of Things (IoT) network as shown in the following figure:

   **Figure 1-1. IoT Network**

   Each of these elements represents a specific part of an IoT network:

   1. **The Things Network (TTN)** – A service for IoT networking exclusively on LoRa communications. It builds a large network with gateways, based on LoRaWAN™ protocol, to increase the number of existing LoRa applications and users. This protocol allows multiple features suitable for IoT, low-battery usage, long range, low bandwidth, and low-noise attenuation. Refer to The Things Network Setup for additional information about TTN and device registration.

   2. **Cayenne** – A front-end web site made to simplify the creating and developing of LoRa-enabled IoT solutions. It enables different features, such as Data visualization, SMS and email alerts, triggers, and remote monitoring. The figure below shows the Cayenne dashboard of the LoRa Node on a smartphone:
Refer to the chapter **Cayenne** for additional information about Cayenne configuration.

3. **The Gateway** – Enables the SAM L11 LoRa Node (SAM L11 + RN2483 or RN2903 wireless LoRa modules) to connect to the Cloud (The Things Network). Many gateways exist for LoRa communication. The demonstration should work with every LoRa gateway solution made for 868 MHz or 915 MHz, which are compliant with TTN network. Refer to the following web site for additional information about The Things Gateway (TTGateway): [https://www.thethingsnetwork.org/docs/gateways/](https://www.thethingsnetwork.org/docs/gateways/)

4. **The SAM L11 LoRa Node** – The main part of the demonstration environment is based on the Microchip SAM L11 microcontroller connected with the LoRa Click Board™ and the IO1 Xplained Pro extension board. The following figure shows how the system makes use of the ARM® Trustzone® for ARM® Cortex®-M devices to store the LoRa keys and the RN2xx3 interface library into a Secure application, and manage interactions between the Secure and Non-Secure.
The following figure shows detailed information on the peripherals used with the SAM L11 LoRa Node:
Data Flash is configured as a secure memory to store the LoRa keys, and the RN2xx3 interface library is stored in the secure part of the Flash. The following keys are used for the Over-The-Air Activation (OTAA) procedure:

- The Application EUI (AppEUI), that is, the application identifier.
- The Device EUI (DevEUI), that is, the end device identifier.
- The AppKey used to derive keys for security, for example, encryption.

The SERCOM 2 in UART mode and SERCOM 0 in UART mode are used to communicate with the RN2483 or the RN2903 wireless LoRa module and the EDBG console.

In the Non-Secure project, the ADC is configured to measure data received from the light sensor of the IO1 Xplained Pro. The SAM L11 on-board LED is used as a control LED to know when the SAM L11 is sending data.

The Non-Secure application uses the secure library provided by the Secure project to set up a secure low-power LoRa application. This application uses the SAM L11 LoRa Node to send luminosity status to the Cloud to inform the user (with text messages and emails) of the changes, allowing the user to take measures according to the information received. If no luminosity change is measured on the ADC, the SAM L11 LoRa Node is put in low-power mode (Standby mode for the SAM L11 and Sleep mode for the RN2483 or RN2903).
Refer to 4. Demonstration Description for additional information about the Secure and Non-Secure applications.
2. **Hardware and Software Requirements**

**Software Requirements:**
- Atmel Studio 7 (build 1931 or later)
- SAM L11 DFP version 1.0.81
- Tera Term: [https://osdn.net/projects/ttssh2/releases/](https://osdn.net/projects/ttssh2/releases/)

**Hardware requirements for the European region:**
- 1 x Microchip SAM L11 Xplained Pro (dm320205)
- 1 x Microchip IO1 Xplained Pro extension (ATIO1-XPRO)
- 1 x MikroElektronika LoRa click Board (includes Microchip RN2483 wireless LoRa module)
- 1 x 868 MHz antenna
- 1 x 868 MHz Gateway (compliant with TTN network)
- 1 x Micro USB cable (type-A/Micro-B)

**Hardware requirements for the North American region:**
- 1 x Microchip SAM L11 Xplained Pro (dm320205)
- 1 x Microchip IO1 Xplained Pro extension (ATIO1-XPRO)
- 1 x MikroElektronika LoRa click Board (includes Microchip RN2903 wireless LoRa module)
- 1 x 915 MHz antenna
- 1 x 915 MHz Gateway (compliant with TTN)
- 1 x Micro USB cable (type-A/Micro-B)

2.1 **Hardware Requirements**

2.1.1 **Microchip SAM L11 Xplained Pro**
The Microchip SAM L11 Xplained Pro evaluation kit is a hardware platform to evaluate the ATSAML11E16A microcontroller. Supported by the Atmel Studio integrated development platform, the kit provides easy access to the features of the Microchip ATSAML11E16A and explains how to integrate the device in a custom design.

The Xplained Pro MCU series evaluation kits include an onboard Embedded Debugger which overcome the need of external tools to program or debug the onboard microcontroller. The Xplained Pro extension kits offer additional peripherals to extend the features of the board, and ease the development of custom designs. The figure below illustrates the features of the SAM L11 Xplained Pro board.
2.1.2 Microchip IO1 Xplained Pro Extension

The Microchip IO1 Xplained Pro extension board is a generic extension board for the Xplained Pro platform. It connects to any Xplained Pro standard extension header on any Xplained Pro MCU board.

The extension board uses the following functions on the standard Xplained Pro extension header to enhance the feature set of the Xplained Pro MCU boards.

- **SPI**
  - MicroSD card connector
  - 2 GB microSD card included
- **PWM**
  - LED control
  - PWM → Low pass filter → ADC
- **ADC**
  - PWM → Low pass filter → ADC
  - Light sensor
- **UART**
  - Loopback interface via pin header
• TWI
  – AT30TSE758 temperature sensor with EEPROM

**Figure 2-2. IO1 Xplained Pro Extension Board**

2.1.3 **MikroElektronika LoRa Click Board (Includes Microchip RN2483 or RN2903)**

The MikroE LoRa click board is a LoRa RF technology-based SRD transceiver, which operates at 433 MHz or 868 MHz in Europe (with embedded RN2483) or at 915 MHz in North America (with embedded RN2903). This click board is LoRaWAN Class A compliant, and provides a long-range spread spectrum communication with high interference immunity. The module used on this click board is a fully certified LoRa Sub GHz. The RN2483 is compliant with the European RED directive assessed radio modem, the RN2903 is certified for both FCC and IC requirements. These boards are combined with the advanced and simple command interface which enables an easy integration and reduced development time.

• UART - Communicate with RX, TX, RTS and CTS pins
2.2 Software Requirements

2.2.1 Atmel Studio 7 Integrated Development Platform

Atmel Studio 7 is the integrated development platform (IDP) for developing and debugging Atmel ARM® Cortex™-M processor-based and Atmel AVR® microcontroller applications.

The Atmel® Studio 7 IDP gives a seamless and easy-to-use environment to write, build, and debug user applications written in C/C++ or assembly code. Atmel Studio 7 supports all 8-bit and 32-bit AVR, the new SoC wireless family, SAM microcontrollers, and connects seamlessly to Atmel debuggers and development kits.

Figure 2-4. Atmel Studio 7

Atmel Studio 7 is available for download from the following location: http://www.microchip.com/avr-support/atmel-studio-7.
2.2.2 Atmel START

Atmel START is a web-based software configuration tool for starting a new embedded development on Microchip SAM and AVR microcontrollers. Starting from either a new project or an example project, Atmel START enables you to select and configure a set of software components from the SAM Advanced Software framework to tailor your embedded application in a usable and optimized manner. Atmel START supports code project generation for Atmel Studio 7, IAR Embedded Workbench®, Keil μVision®, or generic makefile generation.

Figure 2-5. Atmel START
3. **Demonstration Setup**
Demonstration involves the following steps:

3.1 **Hardware Setup**
To setup hardware, users need to perform these actions: Connect the IO1 Xplained Pro extension board and LoRa click board to the SAM L11 Xplained Pro board, and then set the board jumpers as shown in the below image. The demonstration hardware is now ready for evaluation.

![Hardware Setup](image)

**Note:** Ensure that the UART jumper on the IO1 Xplained Pro board is removed, otherwise the SAM L11 will not be able to communicate with the RN2483 or RN2903 module.

3.2 **Network Setup**

**The Things Network (TTN) Setup**
Refer to 7.1 The Things Network for additional information about TTN setup and device registration if TTN is not setup.
TTN-Compliant LoRa Gateway Setup
The following link provides a list of TTN compliant gateways and how to get started: https://www.thethingsnetwork.org/docs/gateways/.

Cayenne Setup
Refer to 7.2 Cayenne for additional information about device registration on Cayenne, payload format, and Cayenne intelligent features if Cayenne is not setup.

The network is now setup.

3.3 Software Setup
To open and load the demonstration project on the target hardware, follow these steps:

1. Open Atmel Studio 7.0.
2. Open the demonstration project: From File > Open > Project/Solution.
3. Browse and select the SAM_L11_LoRa_Demo.atsln file, which comes along with the demonstration package.
4. When the project is loaded under Atmel Studio 7.0 IDE, select the EDBG board as the debugger/programmer tool.
5. From the Solution Explorer panel, select Secure_project > Properties.
6. Select Tool from the properties window.
7. Under Selected debugger/programmer, select the connected board EDBG.
8. Select SWD as interface.
9. Click \( \text{button} \) to save the configuration.

10. Select \textbf{Build} > \textbf{Build Solution} (\( \text{button} \)) in the tool bar or \text{F7} to build the demonstration.

11. Check whether any error message is appeared in the IDE Output window.
Important: Ensure to build the demonstration by selecting Build > Build Solution (F7) before running the application. This is required to generate the Secure and Non-Secure project dependencies.

12. Flash the demonstration software on the hardware by clicking the button (Ctrl+Alt+F5).
13. Open the Tera Term tool or any equivalent tool.
14. Choose the COM port number allocated to the SAM L11 Xplained Pro.

*Figure 3-6. Tera Term New Connection Window*

![Tera Term New Connection Window](image)

**Note:** The COM port number can be retrieved from the Windows Devices Manager.
15. Configure the Tera Term Serial interface using the parameters shown below.

**Figure 3-8. Tera Term Serial Port Setup**
16. Reset the board by pressing **RESET**.

The demonstration will start by displaying the below messages on the terminal window, and these messages will display depending on the different application keys have been provisioned on the device. Refer to **Demonstration Description** for additional information on demonstration behavior.

**Figure 3-10. Terminal Window Displaying the Message**

```
- Low level initialization
- Initialize RN2XX3 Module
- Set RN2XX3 keys for Over-The-Air Activation
- Load Non-secure Application
```
18. Select SAM L11 Xplained Pro and click **Connect**.

19. Select Power, and then click **Start**.

20. The Data Visualizer will display the SAM L11 LoRa power consumption details.
Figure 3-14. Data Visualizer Showing Power Consumption
4. Demonstration Description

4.1 Applications Overview

The user can evaluate the standard TrustZone for the Armv8-M mechanism by executing the application. This Non-Secure application code uses the secure library provided by the Secure application code to build a smart lighting network with low-power based on LoRaWAN protocol.

**Figure 4-1. Non-Secure Application Code**

The following color schemes are used to display messages in the terminal window:
- Red: Non-Secure
- Yellow: Non-Secure Callable
- Green: Secure

When system initialization is performed, and Non-Secure application code is started, access to the Secure library from the Non-Secure application is done through standard function calls to a predefined set of secure APIs. These secure APIs are defined by the secure code and stored in a Non-Secure Callable region of the SAM L11 device. They constitute a set of secure gateways (veneers) that limit the access to the secure software.

**Figure 4-2. Non-Secure to Secure function call mechanism**
The following figures show an exhaustive list of secure gateways (veneers) provided by the Secure project:

**Figure 4-3. Secure Gateway (Veneers)**

```c
/* ************ Secure LoRa click-board NSC functions ************ */

/* ------------------------------ */
- NAME : void nsc_rn2xx3_break(void)
- DESCRIPTION : (Secure Gateway) Send a break condition (0x55) to the rn2483
- PARAMETERS : None
- RETURN : None

extern void nsc_rn2xx3_break(void);

/* ------------------------------ */
- NAME : void nsc_rn2xx3_sleep (char* sleep_duration)
- DESCRIPTION : (Secure Gateway) Put the rn2483 module into sleep mode for "sleep_duration" milliseconds
- PARAMETERS : char* sleep_duration
- RETURN : None

void nsc_rn2xx3_sleep (char* sleep_duration);

/* ------------------------------ */
- NAME : uint8_t nsc_rn2xx3_join_OTAA_network(void)
- DESCRIPTION : (Secure Gateway) Set all parameters to configure and launch an OTAA (Over-The-Air Activation) connection
- PARAMETERS : None
- RETURN : rn2483_Status

uint8_t nsc_rn2xx3_join_OTAA_network(void);

/* ------------------------------ */
- NAME : uint32_t nsc_rn2xx3_transmit(char* port, char* payload, char* rx_port, char* rx_payload)
- DESCRIPTION : (Secure Gateway) Send a command to the LoRa click-board
- PARAMETERS : char* port
- char* payload
- char* rx_port
- char* rx_payload
- RETURN : rn2xx3_Transmission_Status

uint32_t nsc_rn2xx3_transmit(char* port, char* payload, char* rx_port, char* rx_payload);

/* ------------------------------ */
- NAME : uint32_t nsc_rn2xx3_transmit_without_ACK(char* port, char* payload)
- DESCRIPTION : (Secure Gateway) Send a command to the LoRa click-board
- PARAMETERS : char* port
- char* payload
- RETURN : rn2xx3_Transmission_Status

uint32_t nsc_rn2xx3_transmit_without_ACK(char* port, char* payload);
```

**Figure 4-4. Secure Gateway (Veneers)**

```c
/* ------------------------------ */
- NAME : void nsc_periph_clock_init(uint32_t pch_id, uint32_t gclk_source)
- DESCRIPTION : (Secure Gateway) Change peripheral clock settings
- PARAMETERS : uint32_t pch_id
- uint32_t gclk_source
- RETURN : None

void nsc_periph_clock_init(uint32_t pch_id, uint32_t gclk_source);
```
4.2 SAM L11 LoRa Demonstration: Secure Project

The Secure project executed at product startup manages the critical aspect of the application. It is stored and runs from the secure memories of the SAM L11, which are isolated from the Non-Secure software with the help of the Cortex-M23 TrustZone. It is in charge of performing the following tasks in the application:

- Low-level system settings
- Providing the library and associated veneers (API) for the RN2483 or RN2903 module (SERCOM) to the Non-Secure project
- Store the application keys from the RN2483 or RN2903, and TTN
- Loading the Non-Secure application
- Manage the serial communication with the Host computer and the LoRa click-board

The following is the flowchart of the Secure project main routine:
The above flowchart illustrates the different cases available in the Secure project. To start the Key provisioning operation, the user must press the SW0 button during the Secure project start until the LoRa Keys configuration screen appears for key provisioning. The LoRa keys to be provisioned must be in line with the user’s TTN setup, and are stored in the secure memory region of the product Data Flash. After the provisioning sequence, the keys will be retrieved from the secure memory region of the product Data Flash during each application startup, until the product Data Flash is cleared (Full chip erase). These keys will be used by the application to join to TTN and send data. These keys are accessible on TTN after the device is registered.

4.2.1 Keys Not Provisioned
This section describes how key provisioning is realized during boot configuration. If the LoRa keys are already stored in the Data Flash, skip this part and then proceed to Keys Provisioned.

The following figure shows the messages displayed by the console after the LoRa keys configuration is entered by pressing the SW0 button after resetting the SAM L11 LoRa Node.
The user can enter DevEUI, AppEUI, and AppKey keys to be stored in Data Flash as shown in the below image.
4.2.2 Keys Provisioned

The following image shows the information displayed by the console after a SAM L11 reset when the keys are provisioned:

Keys are stored into the Data Flash and are set in the RN2483 or RN2903 module for the OTAA procedure.

Figure 4-8. Console Displaying the Key provisioning process
The low-level settings are configured in the Secure project, which controls performance level, clock sources, clock domains, wait states, and the TrustZone manager. Peripherals like SERCOM are used to communicate with the RN2483 or RN2903, the console, and Data Flash for keys storage.

The RN2483 or RN2903 module is initialized in the Secure project and the Over-The-Air Activation (OTAA) LoRa keys are read from the Data Flash and set for joining TTN and next transmissions.

4.3 **SAM L11 LoRa Demonstration: Non-Secure Project**

The Non-Secure application makes use of the secure library provided by the Secure project to set up the secure low-power LoRa application. This application uses the SAM L11 LoRa Node to send the luminosity status to the Cloud to inform the user (using text messages or emails) of the changes. To reduce the overall application power consumption on both the SAM L11 and the RN2483 or RN2903, the devices are placed in Low-Power mode when an ambient luminosity change is not detected.

When SAM L11 is in Standby mode, it uses a key feature called SleepWalking with Dynamic Power Gating (Dynamic SleepWalking) to reduce the power consumption. SleepWalking gives the capability for the SAM L11 to wake up temporarily and asynchronously a peripheral without waking up the CPU. With Dynamic Power Gating, the SAM L11 can turn on or off power of certain peripherals dynamically whether they are used or not.

The following figure illustrates the demonstration behavior and the benefits of Dynamic SleepWalking on power consumption:
Figure 4-10. Dynamic SleepWalking on power consumption

The ADC is woke up every ten seconds by the RTC to convert the ambient luminosity level and compare the result with a preset threshold value. Due to the SleepWalking feature, the CPU will be woken up only if the threshold is exceeded. This allows the SAM L11 to remain in Standby mode for a long time.

The following figure shows the message displayed on the console by the Non-Secure application in successful connection case:
For this example, the LoRa Node tries and succeeds to join the OTAA network. The starting ADC value is used for the first transmission to refresh the cloud values. Then the RN2483 or RN2903 module and the SAM L11 are placed in low-power mode:

**Figure 4-12. OTAA succeeded Message**

Low luminosity is detected by the ADC, and the RN2483 or RN2903 module is woke up from Sleep mode to send the status of ambient luminosity. Luminosity status is transmitted to the cloud, which transmits back an acknowledge to the RN2483 or RN2903 module. Until high luminosity is detected, the RN module and SAM L11 are put in low-power mode:
Figure 4-13. LoRa Transaction in Active Mode Message

Environmental light is high: SAM L11 woke up

- RN2XX3 module is woken up from Sleep mode
  - Non-Secure callable \(\rightarrow\) RN2XX3 is woken up
- Transmit Luminosity status
  - Non-Secure callable \(\rightarrow\) Transmit luminosity status with acknowledgment
- Luminosity status sent to the server
- SAM L11 LoRa Node is put in low-power mode until luminosity changes
  - Non-Secure callable \(\rightarrow\) RN2XX3 is put in Sleep mode
  - Non-Secure callable \(\rightarrow\) SAM L11 is put in Standby mode;

Note: Sometimes the status of Luminosity does not appear on the Cayenne dashboard. In that case, users need to refresh their browser.

The following figure illustrates the flow chart of the Non–Secure application:

Figure 4-14. Non-Secure Application Flow Chart
4.4 Power Consumptions of the SAM L11 LoRa Node

When the application is running, the dynamic current consumption of the whole application can be measured with the Data Visualizer tool from Atmel Studio. The current consumption of the application will vary according to the ambient light intensity. This variation is due to the analog light sensor technology implemented on the IO1 Xplained Pro extension board.

When the last status of ambient luminosity is low, the Data Visualizer will display the following screen:

**Figure 4-15. Node Power consumption (ambient luminosity low)**

![Power consumption graph for low ambient luminosity](image)

When the last status of ambient luminosity is high, the Data Visualizer displays the following screen:

**Figure 4-16. Node Power consumption (ambient luminosity high)**

![Power consumption graph for high ambient luminosity](image)

**Note:** To reduce the power consumption, some modifications are made on the RN2483 or RN2903 module and the IO1 Xplained Pro extension board. Refer to the Hardware Modifications section for additional information about these modifications.
5. **System Resources and Software Project Configuration**

The demonstration application is built on Atmel START ASF4. After opening the demonstration project under Atmel Studio, the configuration used to generate the project under Atmel START can be viewed by clicking ![Atmel Start button](image), which is available on the top of the solution explorer windows:

**Figure 5-1. Solution Explorer Window**

![Solution Explorer Window](image)

**Note:** Clicking the Atmel Start button under Atmel Studio requires internet access as the local project setting will reload on the remote Atmel Start Server frontend.
5.1 Secure Project

5.1.1 Project Architecture
The secure project is built on top of the following ASF4 drivers and middleware:

Figure 5-2. Secure Project Architecture

- **FLASH**: Used for key provisioning in Data Flash.
- **RN2XX3_USART_IF**: Interface for the RN2483 or RN2903 USART. This is used to send and receive commands and data to and from the RN2483 or RN2903 module.
- **DELAY_MS**: Used for delaying some commands for synchronization.
- **TRUSTZONE_MANAGER**: Used for managing the product TrustZone for the Cortex-M.
- **CONSOLE**: Used for displaying application output information on the terminal.

A detailed information on component configuration can be found by clicking on each module under Atmel Start.

5.1.2 System Clock Configuration
The System Clock Configuration is accessible by clicking the Atmel START Clock tab. The clock configuration for the application is shown in the following figure:
Three different clock domains are configured in the system due to Generator 0, Generator 1, and Generator 2.

- **Generator 0**: The main clock domain. It provides a switchable 4 MHz clock to the core and the peripherals used in Active mode for the application. Generator 0 is automatically switched off by the system when entering Standby mode (static clock gating).
- **Generator 1**: The slow clock domain. It provides an always ON 32 kHz clock source used by the RTC to run in Standby mode.
- **Generator 2**: It provides an ON DEMAND 1 MHz clock source for the Secure and Non-Secure peripherals.

### 5.1.3 PINMUX Configuration

The PINMUX Configurator is accessible by clicking the Atmel START PINMUX tab. The PINMUX Configurator allows the user to set the configuration of each pin of the SAM L11 device. When using Atmel START, most of the pins are configured automatically according to the project module configured in the DASHBOARD tab.
For additional information on pin assignment for the demonstration context and detailed information on pin settings, click on each pin in the pin muxing table or on the SAM L11 pinout picture.

5.1.4 **Generated Project Source Code: Secure Project**

The previous sections of this document have described the application layer of the demonstration. For additional information on middleware and ASF4 can be found on Atmel START help and in the generated source code.

The demonstration project source code is accessible under the Solution Explorer window of Atmel Studio 7 and corresponds to the following application layers:
5.2 Non-Secure Project

The Non-Secure project uses API and functionalities provided by the Secure application library. It does not use any specific ASF drivers, and do not have access to clock configurations of the system. The Non-Secure project configuration under Atmel START is shown in the following figure:
Figure 5-6. Non-Secure Project Architecture

MY SOFTWARE COMPONENTS

- **ADC_0**: Used to measure environmental light from the IO1 Xplained Pro that embeds a light sensor.
- **RTC**: Used to generate an Event 10s after the start of the timer count.
- **EVENT_SYSTEM**: Used to generate events for waking up the SAM L11 MCU from Standby mode.

**Note**: The generic clock configuration defined in this project is not considered by the system, as all the elements of the clock system are allocated to the Secure world.

5.2.1 Generated Non-Secure Project Source Code

The generated non-secure project source code details are shown in the below image:

Figure 5-7. Non-Secure Project Source Code

5.2.2 PINMUX Configuration: Non-Secure Project

The PINMUX Configurator is accessible by clicking the Atmel START PINMUX tab. The PINMUX Configurator enables the user to set the configuration of each pin of the SAM L11 device. When using Atmel START, many pins are configured automatically according to the project module as configured in the DASHBOARD tab.
The PA07 pin is configured as a Non–Secure pin in the Non–Secure project, and this pin is used to configure the SAM L11 onboard LED.

For additional information on pin assignment for the demonstration context and detailed information on pin settings, click on the each pin in the pin muxing table or on the SAM L11 pinout picture in the configurator.

**Note:** Only the pins defined as Non-Secure in the Secure Project TrustZone Manager can be handled in the PINMUX configurator of the Non-Secure project.

### 5.2.3 Creating Application

Follow these steps for creating an application:

1. Before configuring the gateway, users need to create the application and register the devices.
2. Create an user account on TTN. TTN can be downloaded form the following location: https://www.thethingsnetwork.org/, see below image for TTN main window.
3. Enter User Name, Email Address, Password, and then Click **Create account**.
4. After creating the TTN account, follow these steps to create an application.
5. The TTN window will display the newly created account.
6. Click **CONSOLE**.
   **Figure 5-11. TTN Console Window**

7. Click **APPLICATIONS**, and then click **add application** on the top right.
   **Figure 5-12. Add Applications area**
8. Add Applications window will be displayed. Enter details for Application ID, Description with user-specific information, Application EUI, and server information in the Handler registration field according to the region where the application will be set.

**Figure 5-13. Add Applications Window**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application ID</td>
<td>The unique identifier of your application on the network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>A human readable description of your new app.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application EUI</td>
<td>An application EUI will be issued for The Things Network block for convenience, you can add your own in the application settings page.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handler registration</td>
<td>Select the handler you want to register this application to.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Application EUI will be generated by TTN.

9. Click **Add application** to add the TTN application.
6. Appendix

6.1 The Things Network Setup

The Things Network is a service for IoT networking, that is, building a large network with gateways for LoRa communication, based on the LoRaWAN protocol, to increase the number of existing LoRa applications and users. This protocol allows multiple features that are perfect for IoT, such as low-battery usage, long range, low bandwidth, and low-noise attenuation.

6.1.1 Device Registration

Once the application is created, the device can be registered in the new application using these steps:

1. From the TTN console, click **APPLICATIONS**.
2. Click on the application to have an overview, and then click **register device**.

![Figure 6-1. Application Window](image)

3. Enter information for Device ID, Device EUI, App Key, and App EUI, and then Click **Register** to register the device in the TTN Application.
6.1.2 Cayenne Integration

The user must create a link between the TTN application and the Cayenne dashboard. After creating the link, the device must be registered with Cayenne. Follow these steps to register the device with Cayenne.

1. From the TTN console, click **APPLICATIONS**.
2. Select the application to have an overview, and then click **Payload Formats**.

   **Figure 6-3. Application Window**

   ![Application Window](image)

3. In the Payload Format overview, click **Payload Format**, and then select Cayenne LPP instead of Custom.
4. When finished, click **Save**.
5. Click **Integrations**.
6. In Integrations Overview, click **add integration** and then select Cayenne LPP.

7. Select a Process ID for the Cayenne integration, and then select default key in the Access Key box. Select **Add Integration** to link the TTN Application with Cayenne.
6.2 Cayenne
Cayenne is a front end web site that simplify the action of creating and developing of LoRa-enabled IoT solutions. It allows features such as, Data visualization, SMS, email alerts, triggers, and remote monitoring. Cayenne is available on multiple platforms, such as IOS, Android, and Windows.

Cayenne is available for download form the following location: https://mydevices.com/

Figure 6-8. Cayenne Main Page

Start Building Today

First Name
Last Name
Email Address
Password

I agree to the myDevices Cayenne terms.

GET STARTED FREE
The user must create a free account on Cayenne. After creating the account, users need to follow these steps to setup Cayenne for the demonstration.

6.2.1 Registering Device
To register the devices on Cayenne, follow these steps:

1. Log on using the newly created Cayenne account, and then click LoRa.

   Figure 6-9. Cayenne Main Page

2. Scroll down to the LoRa section, and then click The Things Network.
3. Scroll down and click **Cayenne LPP**.
4. Enter *DevEUI* of the device registered in TTN application, change the device name if required, and then click **Add device**.
5. The device is registered in Cayenne.

6.2.2 Configure Triggers

The Trigger feature enables automation of the LoRa application using 'If or Then' statements, which are based on real-time data and actions. Follow these steps to build the automation of the LoRa:

1. To configure the widgets that are on the Cayenne dashboard, click wheel icon on the widget block.

   Figure 6-12. Widget Block

   *Note:* The widget appears only after the first connection of the node on the network.
2. Configure Digital Input (2) with the different parameters, as shown in the below image.

Figure 6-13. Widget Configuration Window

3. After widgets are configured, click **Trigger** which is available under Add new.

Figure 6-14. Add New Trigger section

4. Drag and drop the device into the *if* box, and then click **setup notification** in the *then* box.
5. When *if* and *then* boxes are filled, reproduce the following triggers.

**Figure 6-16. Reproducing the Triggers**

**Note:** Notifications through text message or emails can be chosen by selecting *Select All, Send Text Message* or *Send Email* options, or under Add Custom Recipient enter mobile number and email address.

6. Click *Save* to save the triggers.
7. The triggers are now configured in Cayenne. The board can be reset to have the demonstration running.

### 6.3 Hardware Modifications

To reduce the consumption of the global demonstration, some modifications are applied to the MikroElektronika LoRa click board and the IO1 Xplained Pro extension board.

#### 6.3.1 MikroElektronika LoRa Click Board

The embedded voltage regulator and power LED populated on the Mikroelektronika LoRa click board are not used by our application, and it can be removed to reduce the overall application power consumption.
This embedded voltage regulator can be removed and bypassed using a wire connected from the MikroBus 3.3V pin to the regulator output soldering pad. All modifications made on the RN2483 or RN2903 module are shown in the image below. The embedded regulator output voltage pin is connected to the 3.3 voltage pin.

**Figure 6-17. RN2483A Showing Modifications**

6.3.2 **IO1 Xplained Pro Extension Board**

The power consumption of the overall application can be reduced by isolating the light sensor on the IO1 Xplained Pro board, that is removing all components on the board except light sensor and the associated resistor.

The following figure illustrates the IO1 Xplained Pro board.
Figure 6-18. IO1 Xplained Pro Board
7. Revision History
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• Updated the image in PINMUX Configuration for the Non-Secure Project

Rev A - 11/2018
Initial Document release.
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